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What is a Good Consultant?

Lastyear we ran a series entitled "What is a good general practitioner?" It evoked a considerable response, and one ofthe commonest responses was that

we should have a series "What is a good consultant?" We thought that a good idea and "onlyfair" as some consultants were critical ofgeneral practi-
tioners. Today the series begins.

View from New Zealand

IAN ST GEORGE

Here in New Zealand, where mothers speak a form of English,' and
where we sometimes read the BM7, most of the people are still
unamerican enough to see their family doctor first, and by and large
we keep up the tradition of referral to the consultant of the doctor's
choice.

I make no apology for looking at quality in the consultant-general
practitioner relationship here, because I believe the other attributes
of a good consultant-ease in talking with people, some simple
courtesies in organising the appointment system, and plain clinical
nous-are improving all the time and demand scrutiny. These days
I don't hear: "All he did was scream at me to stop smoking," or

"They don't seem to care if you wait all day at that hospital," or

"You know what they're like down there, they never tell you
anything, do they doctor," or even

...The specialist has his
function but to him we are

merely banal examples of what
he knows all about2

and I must say it's a change for the better. Credit where it's due.

Teacher and pupil?

But to the point: the first rule of marketing is Identify the client,
and the second is Find out what the client wants. The good
consultant knows that the doctor as well as the patient is his client:
client, not pupil.

Michael Balint was probably wrong in 1957 when he said,
cc... present-day practice in medicine is hardly more than the sum
total of the various specialties,"I but- he is certainly wrong in 1987.
He concluded that there is a perpetuation of the teacher-pupil
relationship between the doctor and those who trained him-or
their equals-the consultants, and I agree: there is. Balint explained:
"He (the doctor) looks up to them (the consultants) with respect and
admiration, and expects them to know more than he." "Looks up":

a status thing you see, a form of cultural imperialism. Balint was a
consultant.
Now that we teach general practice and view it as another

specialty we might ask if that teacher-pupil relationship persists. It
does, but at its best, with a difference; teacher and pupil in 1987 can
enjoy a more egalitarian relationship, one that is concerned with the

task at hand, not the question ofstatus. The general practitioner and
the endocrinologist might look across as equals in the same way a

surgeon and a paediatrician do-each recognising in the other an

extra skill in a specialty different from his own. The good consultant
has dropped status (and with it pomposity) from the relationship.

Equally, the consultant is happy to share the mysteries of his
specialty with his colleague, seeing open revelation of treatments
and open access to investigations as essential in the doctor's care of
the patient. The good consultant never writes: "I have given the
patient a supply of my formula for atopic dermatitis" nor denies
access to simple tests like audiograms.

Communications

The days of the bedside meeting are over, alas, in the cities;
country doctors in our region are often visited by consultants for out
oftown clinics, and I envy them. In town we rarely meet face to face
over a patient. Some use the phone, though-consult the doctor
about a patient instead of asking the houseman or student to do it.
They are available for telephone calls-give me a sense of sharing in
the task of understanding the intricacies of the person who is our

patient. The good consultant carries his bleeper: even changes the
batteries once in a while.

Nowadays, though, our meetings are largely by means of that
most difficult, most potent, and most easily misunderstood of all
communications, the typed letter. I like them to be clinically
thorough and exhaustive, detailing every important facet of the
patient's interlude with the consultant, down to the last laboratory
result; but most of all I like them fast. I need to know about the
patient who has been sent back to my care on the day that it
happens: "One may look back to simpler days with warmth, when
patients arrived home at the same time as a one-paragraph note in
the surgeon's own handwriting, indicating the operation performed
and how it had gone, subsequent progress and drugs, perhaps
inviting attention to this or that matter of after care, and above all
giving the surgeon's opinion and prognosis. This gave the essentials
when they were needed. And there was a happy sense of personal
link between the two doctors responsible for their common
patient."4 The good letter uses personal pronouns like you and I,
begins and ends with first names if we were at medical school
together, or ifone of us was once teacher and the other pupil (either
way round), acknowledges the contents of my referral letter,
addresses my concerns, and answers my questions.

A selected population

Those people (children with asthma, say) who are referred to
consultants are an atypical group: they are special cases that cause
difficulty for the general practitioner. Research and point of
view based on the limited experience of outpatient or inpatient
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populations should heed that fact and should not imply that all
patients (children with asthma, say) cause the general practitioner
difficulties in management. The consultant sees many of our
mistakes but few of our successes. The good consultant knows it.
The consultant sees the patient afresh, the mind uncluttered by

repeated contact. The good consultant knows it is easy to diagnose
myxoedema in a stranger and betrays no glee in the simple
discovery.

Doctor-patient relationship

Most important of all, though, the good consultant realises that
the doctor and his patient have a relationship going, a kind of
continuity of care thing, a "mutual investment society" if you will.
So the good consultant takes care not to upset that relationship when
seeing the patient for the general practitioner. Not a word, not even
a raised eyebrow at the choice ofdigoxin over diuretic, and certainly
never a "My God. Lassar's paste. I thought that went out with the
ark. Must have been what they were using when he was at medical
school." The patient is in an anxiety induced state of heightened
awareness when he sees the consultant; the merest hint of criticism
is picked up and may dim his view of the doctor.

Patient and doctor can become estranged when the former is
swallowed into the hospital system by too frequent follow up, and
by cross referral to others into the "consultant circus syndrome."
Often the letter says something like, "I have taken the liberty of
referring him for a psychiatric opinion," and I have to say, if it
seems to you like a liberty, don't take it. Night calls become
nightmares if I haven't seen a sick man for years. The good
consultant is aware too that doctors can collude by repeated referral
and thus avoid responsibility for true caring for the patient. At other
times he has a sixth sense telling him that sometimes the real reason
for referral is because of strain in the patient's relationship with the
general practitioner. The good consultant does not allow an adroit
patient to play one doctor off against another, refusing to play
"Let's you and him fight."5
The good consultant has read Michael Balint and Eric Berne.
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Lesson ofthe Week

Compartment syndromes in unconscious patients: a simple aid to
diagnosis

A C MACEY

Bilateral compartment syndromes occurred in an unconscious 13
year old girl. As diagnosis by clinical methods alone is difficult a
simple, readily available manometric method was used to measure
tissue pressures.

Case report

A 13 yearold girl who had been knocked offher bicycle was admitted with
a closed head injury such that she responded only to pain (score on the
Glasgow coma scale 5 (E= 1, V= 1, M=3)) and fractures ofthe right clavicle,
neck of right scapula, and both tibias and fibulas.
On arrival she was shocked and required resuscitation; the fractures were

reduced and backslabs applied to her legs temporarily. After 24 hours leg
perfusion and temperature were still subnormal. By 48 hours she was
responding to some commands (score on the Glasgow coma scale 8), her core
temperature and perfusion were normal, but both feet remained cool. Both
legs were swollen and tense with no apparent skin circulation or capillary
refilling.
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Compartment syndromes may develop insidiously in un-
conscious patients up to 72 hours after injury

Tissue pressures in the peroneal and posterior compartments measured by
Whitesides's needle technique' were 160 and 190 mm Hg, respectively, on
the right and 130 and 120 mm Hg, respectively, on the left. Bilateral partial
fibulectomies (subperiosteal) resulted in immediate clinical decompression
of the legs and increased peripheral circulation. At follow up after one year
her condition was satisfactory.

Discussion

A compartment syndrome occurs when increased pressure within
a closed osteofascial space (muscle compartment) reduces capillary
blood perfusion below that necessary for tissue viability.2 The
syndrome may develop insidiously up to 72 hours after injury, and
monitoring should be maintained for at least this period.3 The
success oftreatment depends on early diagnosis. In Bradley's review
98% of the patients had established foot drop at diagnosis and
fasciotomy resulted in complete recovery in only 13% ofthese-that
is, clinical diagnosis alone allowed undetected, largely irreversible
tissue ischaemia to progress and persist.4
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